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Change Log for MONITOR version 7.3.10 

 

General 

� JEDS-8NDDGX - The text in an error message for the MONITOR-to-MONITOR function and EDI is modified 
to clarify what is wrong. 

� AFOG-8QCMBY - Attached files to e-mails will be named by language and characters that are not valid to 
use in file names will now be replaced with _ (underscore) to avoid problems. 

� JLIN-8RFHED - Correct Report number wasn’t loaded when you used the Info menu to link to the Material 
Reporting procedure from the Part Info (F12) procedure. 

� FOHN-8UAAL7 - The language files for French and Portuguese are improved for document viewing, e-mails, 
warehouse reportings and other functions. 

� JLIN-8UKGPL - A change of Delivery date on the Order header on existing Purchase- or Customer orders 
could result in incorrect Date format on the Delivery period on the forms. 

� BKNN-8UMB42 - The Start page component Invoicing index could display incorrect values if invoicing was 
missing for this or last year. 

� BKNN-8UUDQP - The Date format explanation was moved sideways on some of the forms. 

� FOHN-8V3GDM - If you use Auto start of procedures when starting MONITOR, the focus will be set on most 
recently opened procedure. 

� MZEL-8VEG7U - The viewer updated to version 13.0.0.246 of RxClientView in the supplement Document 
Viewer. This requires a new client installation of MONITOR in order to work. 

� AFOG-8VTBMK - Identification with Customer code and address number was missing for Delivery address 
when logging changes. 

� AFOG-8WG9DH - The Installation package contains a new version of the Document Viewer, and it must be 
installed. A message will be displayed for users that haven’t made the installation. The Document Viewer is 
a supplement. 

Manufacturing 

� FPEN-8HCCAQ - If you had selected any of the Total list types in the Manufacturing Order Log 
procedure, MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you had excluded Work centers in the 
Search form. 

� KJAN-8SJALE - If you had changed Customer code on the second row in the Register Manufacturing 
Order procedure and then without leaving the field clicked in the Project field, selected a project and 
saved, MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

� SSTG-8TYG9K - The material clearance from the Material Clearance procedure in the manufacturing 
module took significantly longer time in MONITOR version 7.3 compared to previous versions. 

� JWEN-8V88KR - When the same document was linked to two Operation rows that didn’t have any 
previously linked documents in the Preparation procedure, MONITOR would shut down with a program 
error. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

� SSTG-8V9B4Y - The Post-Calculation and Post-Calculation Selection procedure could give incorrect 
saved Calculated price if the calculation was made on a Manufacturing order that was finished without any 
approved quantity. Furthermore, different calculated SO/SC mark-ups could be displayed in the above 
mentioned procedures if you made the Post-Calculation on a single Manufacturing order or on several 
orders on the same Part at the same time. 
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� KJAN-8VDBYD - It was difficult to replan dates on operations that were several weeks in the Lead time 
chart in the Loading / Work Center procedure. 

� TBOL-8VGDTP - The Post-Calculation procedure didn’t display any data in the M-parts tab if you made a 
post-calculation on a Structure order. 

� TBOL-8VWBQZ - The loading of Manufacturing orders with several Material rows in the Order Info (F11) 
could take long time even if you haven’t activated "Linked requirement/supply planning for P-part (Lot-for-
lot)" in the Settings on the Warehouse tab. 

Purchase 

� ÖBRN-8T892A - This only affects systems used in Poland. Some adjustments are made on the Polish 
Internal invoice form in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure. In the address field in the upper right 
corner is the companies VAT number and Company name displayed. In the address field to the left is the 
header text changed to Address instead of Delivery address. At the upper right corner is the Invoice 
registration date displayed. 

� KFTM-8TNCJ2 - When you by file (LB) confirmed payments of Credit invoices in a Foreign currency, the 
Accounts payable were reduced by an incorrect amount which caused a difference that was equal to the 
exchange profit/loss for the payment in question. 

� KFTM-8U5CMF - When you answered No on the question Save and execute payment? when printing in the 
Payment Suggestions procedure, the invoices statuses were changed to Authorized for payment. 

� SSTG-8UQG5Z - The links to the Flow Analysis – Purchase and Arrival Reporting procedures was 
missing in the Info menu in the Part Info (F12) procedure for rows with advised Purchase orders. 

� SSÖG-8V2ARX - When you saved in the Receiving Inspection Reporting procedure, a program error 
could occur during certain circumstances and MONITOR would shut down. 

� ÖBRN-8V6FSC - Now you can press the C button to fill in the required information in the Make Payments 
procedure if you have CC/CU registered on an Account. 

� SSÖG-8V7HKD - If Order responses were imported in the Import EDI Order Responses procedure, the 
order rows didn’t get the status Confirmed when saving. 

� SSÖG-8V99JN - When you changed the Order row status to confirmed on the Purchase order didn’t the 
linked text row get the same status when using the Import EDI Order Responses procedure or 
MONITOR-to-MONITOR function (xml file) to update status. 

� BSAN-8V9KJ5 - The column Total was missing from the printout of Purchase order suggestions. An 
empty page was also printed. 

� ÖBRN-8VNJNV - A round off error could occur for the VAT on the Polish Internal invoice that can be created 
in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure. This error only occurred in Polish systems. 

� BKNN-8VQGM7 - When printing Delivery schedules (Purchase) by e-mail, the file names could be incorrect 
if you had selected on more than one Supplier code and selected Sort by part. 

� JLIN-8VWGLG - News: There is a new alternative under the Info menu in the Order Info (F11) procedure 
where you can select if you want to display if there is more than one Purchase order linked to a material 
row in the Material list. This can occur when you use Distributed purchase. If you activate this function, the 
lowest Purchase order number is shown in italics and a tooltip will display the Order numbers linked to the 
row. 

� AFOG-8WDJF3 - An error message was displayed in the Import Supplier Invoice procedure if the Part 
name in the import file was 31 to 35 characters long. 

Sales 

� RALG-7WFAB4 - The Invoicing Log procedure displayed incorrect Total under the column Sales with the 
list type Only total and the alternative "Show calc. info" selected. 

� SSTG-8LUFZK - In the Print Customer Label procedure, list type Via SMS was Reference person’s name 
missing in the list. 
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� SSTG-8QTE8L - When the quantity was changed for Fictitious Parts in the Register Invoices Directly 
procedure, the quantity for the incorporated parts wasn’t changed. 

� ÖBRN-8RNJ8K - The Purchase limits didn’t work when you created Purchase orders automatically from 
Customer orders. 

� ÖBRN-8RQLP6 - The Total list types in the Invoicing Log procedure displayed incorrect CM for row type 2 
parts if you had "CM for P-parts incl. SO mark-up" marked under the heading Alternatives in the Search 
form. 

� SSTG-8SLLDD - When you created Customer orders by using the MONITOR-to-MONITOR function with the 
Setting "Show available balance on order rows?" activated, the available balance was always 0 on all Part 
rows even if they had a balance. 

� BSAN-8TH8S6 - When you printed Transport label (Sales), only the Transport label for the active row was 
printed even if you had selected several rows in the Print tab. 

� KFTM-8UACRB - The text for Constr. VAT wasn’t printed on Finish invoices. 

� ÖBRN-8UJG84 - The Order rows weren’t displayed on the reprint of EDI invoices in the Reprint Prior 
Invoices procedure. 

� BKNN-8UQJX5 - No Accounting order with matched payments was displayed under the button Acct.ord. in 
the Payment Matching procedure. 

� FOHN-8V6HA9 - The file format for Unifaun has been complemented with information about Goods label, 
Order number and Number of packages. 

� BKNN-8VDGZB - News: The text Order number is changed to Reference number on Finish Interest invoices  

� FOHN-8VEHX8 - Format 20 in the Import EDI Orders procedure didn’t manage finish date format 
(DD.MM.YY). 

� JWEN-8VFEX5 - You got incorrect Currency in the warning Price missing in the Production company, if a 
Part in the Production company had 0 price in a Price list. This error occurred when the setting was use 
price from Customer price in the Production company. This could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Customer Order Transfer. 

� ÖBRN-8VMGA8 - The Polish Credit invoice forms could have round-off errors on the Debit invoices total 
amount. 

� ÖBRN-8VPB6N - Following adjustment only affect systems used in Poland. When printing Account 
statements, the companies own address or the customers address will be printed depending if you had 
chosen to print Form type A or B. 

� FOHN-8VPDC4 - The setting "Dispatch advice ID for Apport" in Extra Info on supplier (shipper) wasn’t 
exported when you sent an EDI advice from the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� AFOG-8VUCTX - Identification of Customer order number was logged as order number for invoice basis 
instead as regular Customer order number. 

� AFOG-8W2JHZ - It was possible to save a shipment with empty Shipping agent code in the Print Shipping 
Documents procedure. 

� FOHN-8W6KSU - Country code in shipping will be taken from the Company Info procedure if nothing else 
is entered in the address field. 

� AFOG-8W9LMA - Special transport instructions are no longer over written when you open a saved Shipping 
document in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� SSÖG-8WXJU5 - MEDI didn’t start automatically even if it was set in the EDI link for import in the 
Forecast / EDI Import procedure. 
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Inventory 

� JLIN-8RNCKD - When checking possible time for delivery for a Customer order row in the Check Delivery 
Times procedure, you could during certain circumstances get the answer that delivery could be today even 
if the balance of the part wasn’t enough. 

� SSTG-8RXJF8 - If you created new Parts by using Save as… in the Update Part procedure, the new Part 
got the Last purchase price and the Mean price from the Part that you made a copy of. 

� JLIN-8TAMLU - The Reorder Point List - Pick Location procedure could sometimes display that Buffer 
location was missing even if Buffer location was registered on the Part. 

� SSTG-8TEB2E - The Mean price calculation didn’t work if you had deleted a Supplier invoice. This error 
occurred in the Calculate Mean Price procedure. 

� FOHN-8TREQS - The default value for calculation of new VMI formulas is adjusted. VMI is a supplement. 

� KJAN-8V6BE8 - The Check Delivery Times procedure didn’t use the Company calendar when calculating 
the lead time for the ordered quantity. 

� KJAN-8WJGNY - The Setting "Create order suggestion in past time?" could sometimes cause order 
suggestions with unnecessarily large quantities. 

Workshop Info 

� JLIN-8V69CB - If you had the Setting "Block for stock rep. that generates a neg. bal, also at location 
level?" in the warehouse module set on Block and the Setting "Check if balance is negative during 
reporting?" in the manufacturing module set on Warn or Block, the Setting for the warehouse module was 
the governing for reportings in the Comprehensive Reporting and Recording Terminal procedures. 
After this correction, the Setting in the manufacturing module determines whether reportings should be 
possible if negative balance on material occurs. 

� JLIN-8V6H2Z - In the Recording Terminal procedure was material taken from incorrect Location when 
there were multiple Locations with the same name. 

� JLIN-8VM9DE - Part type on a Part was loaded from the Part instead from the Manufacturing order in the 
Recording Terminal. This could cause incorrect balance on the Part if the Setting under M/Order "Use 
balances for incorporated M-parts in structure orders?" was deactivated. 

Accounting 

� ÖBRN-8UCB3U - The following adjustments are made for Norwegian companies. In the list type Basis for 
Input VAT in the Print VAT Report procedure the report is completed with an improved control of the 
Input VAT: 
Manual entries 
The value of manual entries on the Input VAT accounts is displayed here. This may concern "VAT invoices" 
where you perform manual coding on the Input VAT account for VAT code 4. 
Reconciliation of VAT account balances 
By the end of the current VAT period here the Accumulated balance of a VAT account is displayed. The 
purpose of reconciling the basis and the manual entries is to make sure that no differences exist. 

� KFTM-8VMCZ7 - A program error occurred in the Project Summary procedure if you selected on 
Customer category in any of the list types and then used Display List. 

General Settings 

� JWEN-8JJHMQ - When you linked documents in MONITOR, MONITOR could shut down without any error 
message when using Windows XP and Windows Server 2003. 

� ÖBRN-8RNB6B - You couldn’t enter status and project time on a Project in MONITOR Basic, in the Chart of 
Accounts / Standard Accounts procedure. 

� MZEL-8VXAVM - An error message could be displayed when opening some PDF-files in the built in 
Document Viewer in MONITOR. The Document Viewer is a supplement to MONITOR. 
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Electronic Invoice Management 

� ÖBRN-8L8KQ2 - It was possible for inactive users to log to MONITOR Authorize. Now it’s only possible to 
log on ADMIN as an inactive user. MONITOR Authorize is a supplement. 

� BKNN-8TJFML - A program error occurred in MONITOR Authorize if you pressed Save several times directly 
when you opened the program. 

� BKNN-8U7DJ8 - The counter for Simultaneous logged on EIM users could be locked during certain 
circumstances. This occurred if you opened the window for background color or text settings under the EIM 
| Annotations and pressed OK or cancel without making any changes. This error could only occur in 
systems with the supplement Electronic Invoice Management (EIM). 

� KFTM-8UHB9S - If you want to send a scanned Supplier invoice by e-mail, the list of possible receivers will 
be sorted alphabetically in the Name column. 

� ÖBRN-8UNHV4 - When you imported Supplier invoices the PDF files for EIM was created in Swedish, 
regardless the language used in the system. Now the invoice will be displayed in the language set in the 
Company Info procedure. 

Management Accounting 

� ÖBRN-8SNL6D - The Other terms wasn’t copied in the Update Coding Method procedure if you copied a 
Coding method by using Save as. 

� ÖBRN-8UJHZM - Now it’s possible to select more than one account (from-to) in the Invoice Basis 
Reconciliation procedure. The purpose is to make it possible to make reconciliations when you have 
different Clearing accounts for the stock, i.e. one account used for deliveries and one for invoicing. The 
report will clear the total amount on the order and will use both the Clearing accounts that you have 
selected in the Search form. 

Product Configurator 

� JLÖR-8UL9GC - Staggered prices on incorporated Parts in Configured orders didn’t work if the quantity of 
the selection was calculated with a Variable formula. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement Product Configurator. 

� JLÖR-8V9ANA - Underlying Selection groups weren’t excluded when the related overlaying Selection group 
was excluded. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� SSÖG-8VWFWX - MONITOR would shut down with a program error when you created order from a quote 
with a Configured part that no longer had a Configuration group linked. This error could only occur in 
systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 


